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STATEMENTS OF UNDERSTANDING
FOR INTERSERVICE PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT PROGRAM (REGULAR ARMY OFFICER)
(For use of this form see USAREC Reg 601-37)
INSTRUCTIONS:  Print full name, initial all that apply, sign, and date.
Signature:
Date:
USAREC Form 601-37.51 (update), JUL 18
V 2.00
Name:
I understand that I will remain in my basic branch for promotion and career status integration during my attendance in the Interservice Physician Assistant Program (IPAP).    I will attend IPAP at my current rank/grade held.  I understand that upon successful completion of IPAP that I will be reappointed as a Specialist Corps officer, RA with concurrent call to active duty.  I understand that upon successful completion of IPAP that I will undergo a constructive credit recomputation in accordance with DODI 6000.13 and policy established by the Office of the Surgeon General on a case-by -case basis.   ______I concur (initials)
I understand that I am required to take the Physician Assistant Certifying Examination (PANCE) sponsored by the National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants, Inc (NCCPA) on the first available examination date for which I am eligible.  Should I fail to pass the PANCE on my first attempt, I understand that I must retake and pass the examination within 1 year.  I understand that I will only have two attempts to successfully pass the PANCE.  I understand  that failure to do so will result in my being involuntarily branch transferred in accordance with AR 614-100, and that I will serve the remainder of my service obligation in the branch to which I am transferred.  I further understand that once I have become NCCPA certified, I will be required to maintain NCCPA currency as outlined by the certifying authority for the duration of my active Federal service.  ______I concur  (Initials)
I understand that I will incur a 54-month active duty service obligation (ADSO) on the date of arrival of IPAP, which will be served upon completion of the course or voluntary termination of attendance, whichever comes later.  I understand that upon entry into this service agreement that I will be subject to the terms of said agreement, and will serve on active duty for the period specified in the agreement.  I understand that if I am terminated from the military course on an earlier date, that the ADSO and any other additional ADSOs will still apply and will be served consecutively with the ADSO incurred as a result of IPAP participation and it will be served “first incurred, first served.” Time spent in IPAP will not be used to satisfy any outstanding ADSO.  If I fail to successfully complete training for any reason, or if I become non-select for promotion while attending the IPAP, I may be removed from training, rebranched, or separated from active duty depending upon the needs of the Army.  ______I concur  (Initials)
I understand that I may not be able to complete 10 years of active Federal commissioned service for purposes of retirement as a commissioned officer upon completion of 20 years active Federal service under the provisions of Title 10, USC, 3911 and 3926.  I understand that I may only be eligible to retire in the highest enlisted grade held.  (Applies to applicants with the greater than 10 years enlisted service at the time of commission)
______I concur  (Initials)  ______not applicable
I understand that if I have not already completed the Army Medical Department officer basic course, I am required to attend the Army Medical Department officer basic course regardless of my rank and experience.  I understand that I may not be utilized as a Physician Assistant until this requirement has been achieved.  This requirement many not be waived.  ______I concur  (Initials)
I understand that I may have to refund the percentage of the bonus equal to the percentage of obligated service I will not perform as of the date I depart my duty station for the Army Medical Center and School at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.     ______I concur  (Initials)         ______not applicable
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